Amendments to an Order
Existing orders may be amended or cancelled and any time during open trading. Orders may also be
amended or cancelled while the market is in a Trading Halt or Pre-Open period. Where an order is amended
the following rules of Order amendment for the Price/Time matching algorithm apply:


A change to an Order price up or down moves the Order to lowest in time priority at the new price.



A change to an Order to increase the quantity moves the Order to the lowest in time priority at that
price.



A change to an Order to decrease the quantity retains the existing time priority at that price.

Limitation on the price at which an Order will be accepted
To reduce the potential of clearly erroneous Trades occurring, the Exchange has implemented an Order Price
Movement Limit that determines the price at which an Order will be accepted. The Order Price Movement
Limit is specified in the relevant Contract Specification and is expressed as an amount:


Accepted for a buy Order above the current best sell Order in the order book; or



Accepted for a sell Order below the current best buy Order in the order book.

See GN38 - Price Limits for further details.

FGL has issued this Guidance Note to give general assistance to Trading Participants and Clearing Entities
in their compliance with the Operating Rules. FGL is not bound by this Guidance Note in any particular
case. This Guidance Note is not legal advice and Trading Participants and Clearing Entities should seek
their own professional advice on their obligations under the Operating Rules in their particular
circumstances. FGL may replace this Guidance Note at any time. Current Guidance Notes are available
at www.fex.com.au/Guidance or by contacting FGL on enquiries@fex.com.au or on +61 2 8024 5200
Defined terms in this Guidance Note have the meaning given in the Operating Rules.
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